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From Apothek to Drugstore
Norwegian Immigrant Pharmacists
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Preface

Emigration historians have found that about 750 000 Norwegians emigrated to the USA
during the period 1825-1915. Arnong this great number of persons was a small group of
pharmacists, less than 100, who had been educated in Norway. Norwegian pharmaceutical
annals and biographies from the last decades of the nineteenth and the first decades of the
twentieth cwntury report their names, but in most cases specify only "Amerika" as their
ad dress. As a veteran pharmacist, I was curious to learn more about former colleagues who had
had the courage to em.igrate to the new world.
During a visit to Madison, Wisconsin, in 1976 I was fortunate enough to meet with Professor
Glenn Sonnedecker at the Arnerican Institute of History of Pharmacy, University of
Wisconsin. His inspiring interest in the history of inunigrant pharmacists in the USA
strengthened my wish to learn more about this field.
A "push factor" to start the study was a grant from Apoteker Sverre E. Martens og hustru Lauras
legat for studies in the history of pharmacy, allotted to me by Norges Apotekeiforening in 1981.
Professor Ingrid Semmingsen, the Norwegian pioneer of the history of Norwegian
emigration, advised me to contact professor Odd S. Lovoll at St. Olaf College in Northfield,
Minnesota. Dr. Lovoll was extremely positive and welcomed me to visit the archives of the
Norwegian-Arnerican Historical Association (NAHA). During my stay at St. Olaf College in
the fall of 1981, professor Lloyd Hustvedt and archivist Charlotte Jacobson help ed me
considerably. My background was many years of teaching, research and practical work in
pharmacy, but I was a novice at historical research.
The most interesting information about 12-13 of the immigrant pharmacists - w ho had lived
in the twentieth century - was uncovered at the NAHA archives. Unfortunately, a great
number of the immigrant pharmacists had di ed befare collection activities for the archives had
been initiated. A new grant from the legacy mentioned help ed me to visit the NAHA archives
again in 1983. During the period 1987-2000 I completed seven study tours to the USA and
visited a number of institutions, listed in the present paper under "Unprinted Sources". Useful
information was also found at the American Institute of the History of Pharmacy at the
University ofWisconsin, Madison, the Chicago Historical Society, and the State Historical
Society of Iowa in Des Moines.
In addition to the Norwegian institutions listed under " Unprinted Sources", the National
Library, Oslo Department (formerly the Library of the University of Oslo), the libraries of the
Institute of Pharmacy, University of Oslo, and the Norwegian Museum of Pharmacy, Oslo,
have been valuable sources of information.
The staffs of all the institutions have been consistently cordial and helpful.
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Introduction
"To the Phannacists in Norway.
As we know that several Norwegian phannacists reflect on seeking a new home here in
the United States,[ ..... ] we have thought that
some information and hints from us might be
welcome for our colleagues at home."
This was the beginning of a letter from two
Norwegian pharmacists in Chicago, written
in November 1867 and printed on the fi.·o nt
p age of the prominent Norwegian newspa per Morgenbladet in 1868. The writers were
Ulrich H eyerdahl and Kristoffer Stange (1) .
In this "Ame rica letter" they give advice and
information to pharmacists who consider
ernigration to the USA. "Every pharmacist
considering emigration must b e fully independent and equal to his job as pharmacist.
H e must have the courage to m eet his fate
alone and without any support or help, and
he must have knowledge of English and
German." They tell that English is the main
language, but the German element in the
population is strong, and many demand the
right to speak German.
They tell that the country is "crowded with
American pharmacists", but the German and
Scandinavian pharmacists are well offbecause
of their "more complete education". Pharmacists usually earn $ 50- 60 a month, but
some get $ 80- 100, which is more than
pharmacists usually get in N orway. " America
is now, and will be still more in the years to
come, able to give thousands of pharmacists a
de cent living." "Here an econornical pharmacist can save sufficient m eans to open his own
business within 3- 4 years. In N orway this is
the case by merest chance for us without a
capital, as we can only hope for a p ersonal
privilege (personligt Privilegium) to own a

pharmacy (Apothek) when we are 40-50 years
old."
If a pharmacist wants to be a physician, it
would be enough for him to study medicine
for 2-3 terms at an American university.
Pharmacists from Norway are advised to go
to Chicago. Here they w ill meet colleagues
w ho can guide them. The city is " the capita!
of the West", and from here they can most
easily choose w here to settle down. The
authors will be happy to give information, if
wanted.
In addition to the information to pharmacists
in the 1860s the letter gives an interesting
insight into conditions for pharmacists in
Norway at that time.

Definitions and scope
of study
Norwegian pharmacists: Persons trained and
examined on the highest pharmaceutical
level in Norway (befare 1884: Examinatus
pharmaciae (exam. pharm.), after 1884: Candidatus pharmaciae (cand. pharm.)).
The present study comprises N orwegian
pharm acists who immigrated to the USA
during the period 1850-1914. The first
pharmacist has b een found to have ernigrated
in 1853. Mter World War I it looks as if very
few Norwegian pharmacists imrnigrated to
the USA.
T h e first part of the present pap er exarnines
the conditions for pharmacists in N orway
during the above-mentioned p eriod. With
this background the author has tried to find
answers to the following questions:
7
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1. How many pharmacists left Norway for
the USA?
2. Why did they leave?
3 . When did they immigrate?

America, what seems to be wrong. Offerdahl
(5) tells that he worked with Troye in a
pharmacy in Bergen in 1886. According to
him Troye had been employed by the
German firm Gehe & Co. for some years, but
America is not mentioned.

4. Where did they settle in the USA?
5. Did they migrate within the USA?
6. Was the pharmaceutical field in America
different from that in Norway?
7. Were the immigrants economically successful or not?
8. Did they participate actively the Norwegian-American society?
9. Did they have descendants in Amer i can
pharmacy?
10. Did any ofthem return to Norway?

Re questions 1 and 10: The author has found
that 76 male pharmacists (and no female)
immigrated during this period. Of the total
12 returned (16%). In addition 9 pharmacists
are claimed by Norwegian sources to have
gone to the USA, but the information about
them has not been confirmed by American
sources or emigration records.
One of the nine "unconfirmed immigrants"
is Hans Ole Erichsen (1878-1940). Van der
Lagen reports that he emigrated to America
(2). An obituary in a Norwegian pharmaceutical journal (3) states that he lived in
America for a number of years. It has,
however, not been possible to find this
confirmed from American sources. Another
"unconfirmed" is Dominicus N. H. Troye (b.

1838). Flood (4) claims that he lives in
8

I. Pharmacy in Norway
in the 19th and first part
of the 20th century
Pharmacy in Denmark-Norway
The legal basis for pharmacy in DenmarkNorway was a Royal Ordinance of December 4, 1672 (6). Mter the separation of
Norway from Denmark, this law was still in
force in Norway until it was succeeded by a
pharmacy law in 1909. The ordinance of
1672 ("Forordning om Medicis oc Apotecker")
established pharmacy as a profession, separated from medicine. It established the rule
that nobody could run a pharmacy without a
royal privilege. The main criterion needed
to get the privilege was to have passed an
examination in pharmacy. Doctors of the
medical
faculty
and
pharmacists
m
Copenhagen were the examiners.
An important regulation established the right
of the widow and children of a deceased
pharmacist to take over the privilege and
own the pharmacy. In this way the
concess10n was inheritable, and it later on
paved the way for the right to seil the
privilege. This sort of privilege was later
called real privileges.

In 1995 Norwegian pharmacists celebrated
four hundred years of pharmacy in Norway.

The main celebration took place in Bergen,

as the first royal privilege to run a pharmacy
was given to a merchant in Bergen on

December 13, 1595. However, other sources
suggest that another merchant in Bergen sold
medicines already in 1588 (7). During the
union with Denmark, the pharmacists in
Norway got their privileges from the King in
Copenhagen.

Pharmacy in Norway after 1814
Mter 1814 the Swedish-Norwegian King
issued the privilege upon nornination from
the Norwegian government. The number of
pharmacies rose from 24 in 1814 to 45 in
1850 (8).
An Order in Council (Kongelig resolusjon) in
December 1850 was a rnilestone in the
history of Norwegian pharmacy. It was
decided that henceforth only a personal
privilege could be given to a phannacist.
The privilege could not be sold. However,
the real privileges still existed. The last ones
were redeemed by the state in 1936.

In their letter in Morgenbladet, Heyerdahl and
Stange tell that "in Norway [------] for us
without capital [------] we can only hope for
a personal privilege to own a pharmacy
when we are 40-50 years old". The reality
for an employed pharmacist who wanted to
have his own pharmacy was this between
1850 and 1936: If he had capital, he could
bu y a Real Privilege after graduation, if not,
he had to wait for many years to get a
personal privilege. In most cases the allotment of a privilege was awarded according to
seniority.

"A more complete education"
Mter the separation from Denmark an Order
in Council of February 16, 1815 established
that in anticipation of a university statute the
pharmaceutical exarnination (Examen pharmaceuticum) should be organised in the same
manner as in Copenhagen (9). The professors
in natural science and chernistry and a
pharmacist in Christiania (Oslo) should be
the exarniners.
The pharmaceutical exarnination, however,
was not included in the university statute of
1824. The first law regarding pharmaceutical
education in Norway was issued by the
Storting (Parliament) m 1836. It dealt,
however, only with the pharmaceutical
examination, not with the pharmaceutical
education . A royal cornmission, consisting of
university professors and a pharmacist, was to
hold the exarnination. This was not a
university exarnination, however. It was
therefore a sort of rnisinterpretation when
Norwegian pharmacists in the USA wrote
that they had a university degree, as did for
instance Johanson (10).
A Norwegian pharmaceutical journal wrote
in 1885 (11) that the president of the Illinois
State Board of Pharmacy, who was a
German; would not register Norwegian
pharmacists. The reason was that the diploma
did not specifY that the pharmacist had
graduated from a university. The president
considered the Norwegian exarnination to
be on the same level as the German
exarnination for pharmaceutical assistants.
The journal adds that in the Western states
Norwegian pharmacists could still be
registered on the basis of their Norwegian
diploma.
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Nevertheless, it was understandable that
the pharmacists claimed that they had
been educated at the University of
Christiania. In fact, they had been trained
at the chemical laboratory of the university, they had followed lectures in chemistry and natural science, and they had been
examined by professors of the university (12) .
However, they had not been enrolled at the
university, as they lacked the necessary
preceding education (Examen artium) . It was
not until 1923 that a law was passed
establishing pharmacy as a university
education.
According to the law of 1836 persons who
wanted to pass the pharmaceutical examination had to produce a certificate of church
confirmation, indentures of apprenticeship
from a pharmacist, and a testimonial from a
medical officer for having passed Medhjælperexamen (assistant pharmacist examination).
The main requirement for this examination
was to be able to translate a text from Latin
to Norwegian. It is worth mentioning that
Henrik Ibsen passed this assistant's examination 1847, after apprenticeship for three
years in Grimstad (13). He left, however,
pharmacy 1850.
A new law about pharmaceutical education
of 1884 introduced for the first time a
requirement about preceding education, the
so called Middelskole-eksamen Uunior high
school examination) with Latin. Also women
were now allowed to study pharmacy.

Promotion time after graduation in
pharmacy
An article in Norsk Farmaceutisk Tidsskrift in
1895 (14) has the tide: "When can I run my
own pharmacy?" It deals with the growing
problem: The time gap time between gra-
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duation and the attainment of a personal
privilege to run a pharmacy in Norway.
The author of the article calculated the mean
promotion time for five years periods in the
1870s, 1880s, and 1890s. The conclusion is
clear: Promotion time have risen from 14.5
years for the period 1874-78 to about 20
years for the period 1890-94.
Sirnilar figures for a longer span of time are
given by Fyllingen and Johannessen (15).
They give the mean promotion times for the
following periods:
1843-60

13.5 years

1861-70

14.5 years

1871-80

16.0 years

1881-90

18.0 years

1891-1900

21.0 years

1901-10

23.0 years

Nothing is said, however, about the pharmacists who were promoted. Were they who
bought a pharmacy or inherited one,
included? In such cases the period until
promotion might have been much shorter.

A study of promotion times for
the period 1850-1910
The author has made a simple statistical study
of promotion times for 10 years periods,
based on information from Norwegian
pharmaceutical journals and the biographies
in the work Norges Apotek og Deres Innehavere
(Norwegian Pharmacies and their Owners).
The numbers refer only to pharmacists who
obtained a personal privilege, not to those
who bought or inherited pharmacies. Only
whole numbers of years have been calculated
for each person. The results are summarized
in Table 1.

Peri od

Number

Mean

Standard
deviation

1850-59

13

16.5 years

4.7 years

1860-69

27

18.0 years

5.1 years

1870-79

53

21.3 years

4.1 years

1880-89

76

24.3 years

4.0 years

1890-99

80

23.1 years

4.5 years

1900-09

116

22.2 years

4.8 years

Table 1
Promotion time (between graduation and the first
personal privilege) for Norwegian pharmacists
1850-1910.

As can be seen, there seems to b e an
increase in promotion time from 1850-59 to
1880-89, then it seems to decline. To see if
the differences in mean promotion time are
statistically significant, t-tests were made
b etween the 1850s and 1860s, between the
1860s and the 1870s and so on.

R esults of t-tests (16)
1860s vs.1850s: The test shows that the
difference in promotion times is statistically
significant at the p = 0.05 level.
1870s vs. 1860s: T he difference is statistically
significant at the p = 0.05 level.
1880s vs. 1870s: The difference is statistically
significant at the p = 0.05 level.
1890s vs. 1880s: T h e difference Is not statistically significant at the p = 0.05 level.
1900-09 vs. 1890-99: The difference IS not
statistically significant at the p = 0.05 level.
1900-09 vs. 1880s: T he difference is statistically significant at the p = 0,05 level.

Conclusion: It seems to have been a real
increase in promotio n time from the 1850s
through the 1860s an.d 1870s to the 1880s and
the rest of the periods. However over a twenty
year period, from 1880-89 to 1900-09, it
seems to have declined. T h e difference in
promotion time between the 1880s and the
first decade of the 20th century is statistically
significant.
Why was the promotion time so important
for Norwegian pharmacists in this period?
The reason was the difficult social situation
for the employed pharmacist. At the middle
of the 19th century and the following years
the old system of "free station" was still
followed in the pharmacy. The employed
pharmacists and the apprentices lived most of
the time in the pharmacy building w h ere
they had board and lodging (17). According
to the Royal Ordinance of December 4,
1672, the pharmacies must be open to the
public at all times. This system made it
difficult for the employed pharmacist to get
m arried. In 1890 only 30 of the 150
employed pharmacists in the country were
m arried.
The pharmacist did, however, have a way out
of this difficult situation : obtaining a privilege to run a pharmacy. As this possibility
seemed to b e more and more unattainable,
some pharmacists tried to make a living
outside pharmacy. Their background in
ch emistry and commerce made it p ossible to
get jobs, for example in the mineral water
industry.
Others chose to emigrate. The poor social
conditions for the employed pharmacist must have
been the main "push "factor for emigration. As will
be shown later, the number of Norwegian
pharmacists emigrating to the U SA was
highest in the 1880s, when the promotion
time was at the highest level.
11

An example of a pharmacist who found
work outside pharmacy and later emigrated,
was Hans A . E . Selmer (1848-89), who
graduated in 1870. Mter five years employment as a pharmacist, he established a mineral
water factory in Christiania and later on one
in Stavanger (18). He emigrated to the USA
in 1878 and ran a drugstore in Eau Claire,
Wisconsin (19).
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Il. Immigrating and
settling in the USA
Information about year of immigration is
primarily based on emigration records and
passport journals kept by the Norwegian
police. Information ah out first settlement in the
USA is mostly based on registers of licensed
pharmacists in the different states. However,
the registers have limited informational
value: the registrations started only after the
state legislature passed the first Pharmacy
Law. According to Sonnedecker (20) the
years of passage were as follows: Iowa 1880,
Illinois 1881, Wisconsin 1882, Minnesota 1885,
Colorado 1887, Dakota Territory 1887, South
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1. Certificate of Registration for Paul Grønvold, iss ued Jan. 18, 1906
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Dakota 1890, North Dakota, California, Oregon
and Washington 1891, Montana 1895. The
passage year for New York State was 1869, for
New York City 1871, and for Kings County(=
Brooklyn) 1879.

In some cases other sources can give additional information. Julius Johanson (18471890) was licensed in Wisconsin 1887.
However, a notice in Decorah- Posten (21)
reveals that he lived in Spring Grove,
Houston Co., Minnesota, in 1880. This is
confirmed by the Minnesota Census of 1880.

1850-59:Two former pharmacy owners
The first Norwegian pharmacist to emigrate
to the USA seems to have been Frederik
Billington (1803-1854). He was bom in
Fredrikstad and started his pharmaceutical
training in a local pharmacy at the age of 13.
He graduated in 1829, and in the same year
he got a licence to open a pharmacy in
Egersund, a small town on the southwest
coast (22). His life during the next twenty
years illustrates that also some pharmacy
owners had difficult times in the nineteenth
century, because of the general poverty of the
people. According to Thorvik (23) the total
turnover of Norwegian pharmacies as late as
1880 was only one Norwegian krone per
capita.
Billington went bankrupt in 1832, but an
arrangement with his creditors made it
possible to continue his business. In 1847 he
got a license to open a pharmacy in
Steinkjer, where he also ran a general store.
Flood (24) writes that he sold this pharmacy
in 1850, moved back to Fredrikstad and later
emigrated to the USA. He is said to have
died in Iowa in 1854.
The passport records of the Fredrikstad

police show that he and his son, Johan Th.
Billington, got passports in April 1853 to go
to Quebec (25) .
A death notice in the Norwegian-American
paper Emigranten (26) shows that Frederik
Billington passed away on September 30,
1854, at the age of 51. He is titled "doctor
and pharmacist". The notice is signed by his
son Joh. Th. Billington. In an addition to the
notice he writes that he has taken over his
father's business, in collaboration with a
couple of able doctors, promising good
service to everyone.
Thus Frederik Billington seems to have lived
in Chicago for less than o ne and a half year
and died there, and not in Iowa.
Gunder]. Rostrup (b. 1808) was the second
former pharmacy owner to emigrate.
Flood (27) writes that he started as an
apprentice in Arendal in 1823 and like
Billington graduated in 1829. In 1836 he was
granted a license to establish a pharmacy and
a general store in the small town of
Kongsvinger. Eleven years later h e sold the
enterprises to another pharmacist. Mr.
Rostrup then worked as an employee in a
pharmacy in Christiania (Oslo).Around 1852
(after his wife's death) he emigrated to
America and died in Chicago around 1860,
according to Flood.
The Christiania Police's passport journal (28)
shows that the pharmacist Gunder]. Rostrup
emigrated to the USA on March 30, 1854, at
the age of 46. It has not been possible to fmd
confirmation of Flood's information from
American sources. Lund Wright (29) found
two druggists who was bom in N orway in
the Chicago Census of 1860, but Mr.
Ros trup was not o n e of them.
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1860--69: Seven immigrants in the
'Jirst wave"
No written sources
have been found
showing that any Norwegian pharmacist
immigrated during the American Civil War.
However, there is documentation showing
that seven pharmacists immigrated during
the years 1866-1869. They took part in the
first wave of mass emigration from Norway
(30). Six of the seven settled in Chicago,
Illinois. The fact that such a high percentage
of the group settled there and that sa many
followed in their footsteps during the years to
come, is the reason for a more thorough
study of
Norwegian pharmacists and
drugstores in Chicago. Part Four will deal
with this subject.
The seventh of the immigrants of the 1860s
seems to have settled in Minnesota. Peter
Rønning (1831-1873) graduated in 1852. He
was employed in the pharmacy "Hjorten" in
Christiania and was severely wounded when
the pharmacy was on fire in 1859 (31). He
left for Quebec on June 17, 1868 (32). A
death notice in Skandinaven og Amerika (33)
tells that he died in Willmar, Minnesota, in
1873.
Two other pharmacists may also have
immigrated during this period: Magnus A. E
Cormontan (b. 1831) who graduated in 1859
and Jørgen C. M. Rein (b. 1842) who
graduated in 1864. Cormontan was a doctor
in Pelican Rapids, Minnesota (34) . Mr. Rein
died in Osnabrock, North Dakota, in 1889
(35).

pression hit the country, starting in the fall of
1873. Lovoll (37) writes that during the years
1866-1873 110 896 Norwegians emigrated,an annual average of 13 862. The number
then fell to 4 601 in 1874. This may be the
reason why only two pharmacists immigrated
during the first half of the 1870s, in contrast
to five during the years 1877-79.
No information has been found of where
four of the seven settled. Of the others
Albert R. Torgersen (1846-1926) settled in
Clarkfield, Yellow Medicine Co., Minnesota
(38); Albert Bellerue (Bellerud, 1849-1921)
in La Crosse, Wisconsin, (39); and Lars Steen
Nilsen (1847-1925) in Deer Park, St. Croix
Co.,Wisconsin (40).

1880-89:The great wave
The total number of Norwegian pharmaceutical immigrants in the 1880s seems to
have been 39. Two of them had graduated in
the 1860s, 21 in the 1870s and 16 in the
1880s.
The exact year of immigration is known to
the author for 34 of the 39. The remaining 5
must also have immigrated in the 1880s,
based on their years of graduation and
registration in the USA. The highest number
of immigrations seems to have been in 1880:
9. Twenty-one
immigrated during the
years 1880-84, and thirteen from 1885 to
1889.

1870--79: Seven immigrants,
five during the last three years

Colorado: Norwegian sources document
that two pharmacists settled in Colorado.
According to Flood (41) Johan C. O. T. Holm
(b. 1849) went to America around 1887 and
owned a drugstore in Denver. He immigrated 1886 (42).

According to Semmingsen (36) the USA
experienced a major economic boom during

A genealogy outline of the Castberg farnily

the period 1866-1873, but a severe de-

(43) tells that Johannes H. B. Castberg (1861 -
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1907) ernigrated in the summer of 1889
onboard "Thingvalla", which collided with

Minnesota State Board of Pharmacy in 1889
(55). In 1890 his ad dress was Jasper, Pipestone

its sister ship 11Ceiser". However, according

Co. A Norwegian source (56) tells that he

·to Petersen and Lorentzen (44) the collision
took place in August 1888, not in 1889.
According to the genealogy Mr. Castberg
bought a drugstore in Colorado Springs, El
Paso Co.

managed a drugstore in Jasper for one year
and later went to Seattle, Portland and then
to San Francisco. The author has not found
his name in the registers of licensed
pharmacists neither in Washington, Oregon
nor in California.

lllinois: Seven immigrant pharmacists from
Norway, all settled in Chicago. See Part
Four.
Iowa: Two settled in this state, both in small
towns in Story Co.: Paul Vinsnes (1856-89)
in Roland (45) and Dorthias R. Hetlesæther
(b. 1852) in Huxley (46). This was a county
with Norwegian settlements dating back to
1855, as reported by Lovoll (47).
Minnesota: Seven settled in Minnesota.
According to Qualey and Gjerde (48) about
69 000 of the inhabitants of this state in 1880
were horn in Norway. Three of the seven
pharmacists settled in Minneapolis, which in
1880 had 2 651 and in 1890 12 624
Norwegian horn inhabitants (49). Two of the
pharmacists opened drugstores, both in the
Cedar-Riverside district. According to Lovoll
(50) the area was a Scandinavian cornmercial
district that had grown from the early 1880s.
Joachim Vedeler (1859-1934) irnrnigrated in
1884. Shortly after his arrival he built
Svaneapotheket (The Swan Drugstore),
which he ran for fifty years (51) .

Karl O. Lyng (1854-89) irnrnigrated in 1885
(52). Hansen (53) writes that "in the building
back of Scandia Bank, facing Riverside, Karl
Lyng, a brother of Dr. John Lyng, established
a drug store". He died after only four years in
Minneapolis (54) .
The third settler in Minneapolis, Fredrik
Hertzberg (1862-1920), was registered by the

As mentioned above, Julius Johanson lived in
Spring Grove, Houston Co., in 1880. Spring
Grove is said to have been "o ne of the most
densely settled Norwegian-Arnerican colonies in the United States " (57) .
Olaf E . Krogstad (1861-1930) settled in
Duluth, St. Louis Co. (58); Edvard I. Ruud
(1853-1920) in Fosston, Polk Co. (59);
Didrik M. Tonning (1855-1903) died in
Fergus Falls, Otter Tail Co. (60). According
to Qualey and Gjerde (61) about 2 500
Norwegians lived in Polk Co. in 1880 and
about 3 500 in Otter Tail Co.
New York: Four settled in New York City.
However, only o ne, Jens T. Tengelsen (18621922) ran a drugstore there. He opened his
"Tengelsens Norske Apothek" on Hamilton
Avenue in Brooklyn in 1892 (62) . His
production of medicines in his drugstore and
his humanitarian efforts will be discussed
later.

Ludvig Munthe Berg (b. 1855) later on was
registered as physician in Illinois (63). He had
graduated from the medical department of
Tulane University of Louisiana, New
Orleans, in 1890.
Ragnvald Krefting (1860-1907) was registered by the Board of Pharmacy of the
County of Kings (= Brooklyn) 1887 (64).
Less than seven months later, however, he was
registered in Iowa, with address Sioux City
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(65). Mr. Krefting will be discussed in the
Part Three, comprising Norwegian pharmacists who rnigrated within the USA.

Norwegian state" seems to have been nine.
No ne of them can be seen to have settled in
Madison, the state capital.

Theodor L. Lammers (1854-1914) also left
New York State. An obituary in Aftenposten
(66) reports that he died in Spokane,
Washington, and that he had lived there for
many years as a nnmng engmeer.

Johan O Bellerud (1856-93), registered in
1882, went to his elder brother in La Crosse,
La Crosse Co. (76); Svend Gjesdahl (18591950), registered m 1883, settled m
Whitehall, Trempealeau Co.(77); Eyvind
Hesselberg (1860-1925), registered in 1887,
settled in Baldwin, St. Croix Co (78);Thomas
Graa Lindstrøm (1852-1902), registered in
1884, settled in Soldiers Grove, Crawford
Co.(79); Hans A. E. Selmer (1848-89),
registered in 1884, settled in Eau Claire, Eau
Claire Co.(80); and Fredrik G. Syversen
(184 7 -98) , registered in 1886, settled in
Alma, Buffalo Co.(81) . All six settled in a
"Norwegian" area in Western Wisconsin (82).

North Dakota: Only Fritz Meinhardt
(1850-90) seems to have settled in this state
in the 1880s. He ernigrated in 1888 (67). An
obituary in a Norwegian pharmaceutical
journal reports that he died in Cogswell
(now in North Dakota) on October 26, 1890
(68) .
South Dakota: Anton B. N. Wettergreen
(1848-1895) seerns to have been the first
Norwegian trained pharmacist in the Dakota
Territory. He graduated m 1874 and
imrnigrated in 1880 (69). In 1890 he and his
wife, Caroline Wettergreen, were issued
territorial certificates (70). Their address was
Bridgewater, McCook Co., in the Southeast
corner of South Dakota. An obituary in a
Norwegian pharmaceutical journal (71)
reports that he had married a Norwegian
woman who graduated in pharmacy in
South Dakota, and that she probably
continued the business in Bridgewater. She
remained in profession until 1930.
Washington: Two settled in this state on the
West Coast. Nicolay ]. Barfoed (b. 1859)
ernigrated in 1888 (72) and was registered in
Washington in 1893, with address Seattle
(7 3) . Lars F. Halvorsen (18 5 9-1925) must
also have ernigrated in the 1880s (74). He was
registered m 1891, with address Spokane
(75).
Wisconsin: The number of pharmaceutical
immigrants in the 1880s in this "old
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Nils K. L. Busæth (1860-1912) , registered in
1885, settled in Scandinavia, Waupaca Co., in
Central Wisconsin (83). Lee (84) writes that
Scandinavia was settled by Norwegians,
nearly all from Telemark. The pioneers chose
the name to include the few nonNorwegians living in the township.
Thomas C. Hirsch (b. 1849) arrived in this
city a couple of years later. In a letter to a
Norwegian pharmaceutical journal (85) he
wrote that he started working in the USA in
Scandinavia (in Busæth's drugstore?). However, if he wanted to stay there, he had to pass
an exarnination held by the Wisconsin State
Baard of Pharmacy. As he had very lirnited
English skills, he did not dare to subject
himself to this exarnination, and Scandinavia
was not the right place to learn English. He
left for South Dakota and ended on the West
Coast.
Yngvar Laws (Lous in Norwegian) (18581937) was registered in 1882 and settled in
another "Norwegian" township, Stoughton,

_, ,

-,,

,,_
Dane Co., near Madison (86). H e later
moved to Minnesota, and lived for many
years in Minneapolis and Appleton.

189()-99: A Sharp Drop to Six
A diagram in Lovoll's book (87) shows a
sharp decline in the number of Norwegian
inunigrants from 1893 to 1894, and Lovoll
sees a clear conn ection to the great American
economic crisis in 1893. It is interesting to
note that four of the six pharmacists
inmligrated during the years 1892-93, and
only two during the years 1896-97.
No information has been found concerning
where two of the six settled. Among the
others, Wilhelm Lerche (b. 1867), registered
in 1895, settled in C hicago (88); and the
other three in Minnesota: M arkus F K. B.
Jelstrup (1869- 1945), registered in 1892,
settled in Albert Lea, Freeborn Co.(89);
Hjalmar Larsen (1862-1944), registered in
1898, settled in Minneapolis (90); and
Andreas Strømsøe (1869-1917), registered in
1893, settled in Morris, Stevens Co. (91).
Two of the inunigrants graduated in
medicine in the USA: Jelstrup and Lerch e.
Thor M.Andersen's bibliography " Norway in
America" cites 15 publications in medicine
from Lerche.

190()-1914: A New Increase
The third and final wave of mass enugration from N orway occurred during this
period. According to Lovoll (92) 214 985
N orwegians left the country fiom 1900
through 1914. The author has found that
thirteen pharmacists took part in it. One
pharmacist ernigrated in 1902, ten in the
period 1904-07, and o ne in 1911 . The year of

inunigration for the last one has not been
established.
California: Johan M . L. Nordvik (18771937) ernigrated in 1911 (93). H e was
registered in 1913 and settled in Oakland,
Alameda Co., California (94).
Dlinois: Three immigrant pharmacists from
Norway settled in Chicago. See Part Four.
Minnesota: Elias Larssen (188 1-1926) was
registered in 1908 (95). His address was
Minneapolis. He returned to Norway in
November 1909 (96).

Johan Lindseth (1866-1908) imrnigrated in
1904 (97) . H e do es not se em to have been
registered as a pharmacist in the USA. An
obituary (98) tells that he died in Bernidji,
Beltrami Co., Minnesota.
New York: Ole B. Østgaard Rude (18741931) inunigrated in 1902 (99) and was
registered by the New York Board of
Pharmacy 1904, after exarnination (100). His
address was 129 Hamilton Ave., Brooklyn,
where Tengelsen had his pharmacy. Wong
(99) tells that h e was manager of the
pharmacy shortly after his imrnigration. He
established his Rude Drug Co. Inc. on the
Fifth Av. in Brooklyn in 1908 and ran it to his
death. Wong describes it as "one of the
biggest and b est Norwegian pharmacies in
America".

August M .J. Stillesen (1875-1940) graduated
1898. An obituary in a Norwegian pharmaceutical journal (101) reports that he
ernigrated around 1905. The same journal in
1914 (102) reports that he worked as a
consulting ch ernist in Niagara Falls, New
York, and h ad patented a new process for
extraction of nitrogen from the air, producing
fertilizers. He returned to Norway in 1940
17

after having served for thirty years
Norwegian vice-consul in Niagara Falls.

as

South Dakota: Petter K. Bernhart (18701957) graduated in 1892 with top marks.
He immigrated 1904 (103), 34 years old. In
1902 he obtained a Translator's Diploma in
English (104). He published an article on
"Norwegian Pharmacy Past and Present" in a
British pharmaceutical journal (105) and a
corresponding article in a German journal
(106). He passed an examination for the
South Dakota Baard of Pharmacy in 1905
(1 07). His address was Watertown, Codington
Co. Later he moved to Sioux Falls,
Minnehaha Co., where he ran a drugstore for
more than fifty years - until January 19 57, a
few months befare his death (108). In
conjunction with his business he operated a
travel agency from 1915 to 1952.
Wisconsin: Peter O. Bugge (1875-1970)
graduated in 1899 with top marks. He

ernigrated in 1905 (1 09). The author
interviewed his widow in 1983, and she
explained that he had settled in Superior,
Douglas Co., where his brother Gynther had
a drugstore. This brother graduated as an
engineer from the technical college of
Trondheim and emigrated to the USA,
where he brake away from technology and
was trained in pharmacy in Minneapolis
(110).According to Mrs. Bugge, an old friend
- a Norwegian doctor - persuaded her
husband to settle in North Dakota. He was
exarnined by the North Dakota State Baard
of Pharmacy in 1907 (111) and lived in that
state for many years. As will be described
later, Mr. Bugge was very active in the
Norwegian-American community.
Henrik A. G. R. Olsen (b. 1880) graduated
in 1904 and immigrated in 1906 (112).
According to Norwegian sources he passed a
pharmacy exarnination in the USA in 1909
(113), ran a drugstore for same years, but
then sold the store and took a job as an office
manager for a car dealer in Janesville,
Wisconsin. No information has been found
as to where he was exarnined, and the author
has not been able to find his name in any
register of state boards of pharmacy. It may be
that he was registered in Wisconsin same
time between 1906 and 1909. The Wisconsin
State Archives store the records of the Baard
of Pharmacy for the period 1882-1901 , and
the State of Wisconsin Department of
Regulation and Licensing has a database
covering licensed pharmacists - beginning in
1909. Consequently, it has not been possible
to find information about registrations fo r
the period 1901- 1909.

Summary of Part Two
The results of the investigations on first state

2. Peter Olivarius Bugge (187 5- 1970)
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of settlement are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2. Settlement of Norwegian. pharmacists in. dijferen.t states 185G-1914

This is, of course, not the full story of where
the pharmacists settled in the USA, as some
of th e information is uncertain, and th e
group of "unknowns" is large. Table 2 indicates that most of the N orwegian pharmacists
settled in the M id-West states Illinois
(= C hicago), Minnesota and Wisconsin. It
must also b e pointed out that many of them
later moved to other states. This will be the
subj ect of the next part.
Number
of
pharmacists

Per cent

Settled in l state

41

65

In 2 states

14

22

In 3 states

7

11

In 4 states

1

2

63

100

Total

Ta ble 3 . Settlement in on.e or more states

Ill. Migrations within the USA
Table 2 provides an indication of where
Norwegian pharmacists settled when they
arrived in th e USA, during various periods.
The registers of licensed pharmacists and
other sources also provide information of
rnigrations within the USA. In table 2
together 13 immigrants are placed in the
column " unknown", indicating that the
author h as no information of where they
settled. Table 3 contains inform ation about
rnigrations from state to state for the
remaining 63 pharmacists.
As will be seen, about 65 p er cent of
Norwegian pharmacists had been registered
in only one state. Of the 41 pharmacists 30
settled in the Mid-West states Illinois,
Minnesota and Wisconsin. This seems to
point out that those w ho settled in states
with a great number of NorwegianAmericans, were least inclined to move to
other states.
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It must be pointed out that the number in
the first row may be too high, and that the
numbers in rows two to four also are wrong,
compared to what really happened. The
pharmacists may have been registered in
states that were not covered by these investigations.
The pharmacist who had been registered in
four different states, deserves a more detailed
mention. Ragnvald Krefting (1860-1 907)
graduated in 1882 and immigrated in 1887
(114). He was registered by the Baard of
Pharmacy of the County of Kings (=
Brooklyn), N ew York, in 1887 (115). In 1888
he was registered in Iowa, with address Sioux
City (116), where he ran a drugstore until
June 1893. In his advertisements in the Sioux
City Tidende (117) he claimed to have "the
only Scandinavian pharmacy in the town"
and recommended "all sorts of medicines
imported from the old country ("Gammellandet")".
The same journal had a notice on July 1,
1893, telling that "R. Krefting last Monday
moved his stocks and his household goods
to Dell Rapids, South Dakota, where he in
the future will continue his drugstore
( "Apothekeiforretning"). We wish Mr. Krefting
all the best on the new spot, and hope that
our fellow countrymen in Dell Rapids will
appreciate properly having a such an able and
experienced pharmacist in their rnidst."
He was registered by the South Dakota State
Baard of Pharmacy in 1893, with address
Dell Rapids, Minnehaha County (118). In
the weekly Norwegian journal Fremad in
Sioux Falls, South Dakota, he regularly told
that he had "all Norwegian medicines" in
stock. Prescriptions brought to his Swan
Drug Store would be made up "by the good
Norwegian method".
20

The last time his advertisement appeared in
Fremad was on June 3, 1897. One week later
the journal brought the following news:
"From Dell Rapids, S.D. The Swan Drug
Store was closed on Tuesday by the First
National Bank because the said bank kept a
mortgage against the owner, R. Krefting,
which he could not meet." (119) .
Then Krefting seems to have moved back to
Brooklyn, New York. His name appears in
the Register of the Baard ofPharmacy of the
County of Kings under "Licensed Pharmacists By Exarnination", dated February 18,
1903, with address 336 Throop Av.,
Brooklyn.
Some years later, in October 1906, he passed
an exarnination befare the Washington Baard
of Pharmacy and was registered in that state
(120) . His · address was Rochester, Washington, a suburb ofOlympia. On November 10,
1907 the journal The Morning Olympian
wrote on its first page: "Tragic Death at
Rochester. Druggist of That Place Found
Dead in Bed." He had failed to appear all day,
a search for him was made, and he was found
dead in his bed. In spite of the words "tragic
death", the journal wrote that it was believed
that death resulted from natural causes. He
was 4 7 years old.

IV. Norwegian pharmacists
and drugstores in Chicago
In their letter to the pharmacists in Norway
Heyerdahl and Stange in 1868 advised
prospective immigrants to come to Chicago,
where they would meet with colleagues who
could guide them. As we have seen, 18
pharmacists in all first settled in Chicago.

As described in Part Two, Frederik Billington, who irnmigrated in 1853, seems to have
been the first Norwegian immigrant
pharmacist in Chicago and in the USA. He
died in 1854.
The first immigrant pharmacist after the
American Civil War seems to have been
Lauritz Foss (1837-1897) . His name appears
in the Chicago Directory 1866-67, with
address 176 N. Halsted. In Edward's Annual
Directory 1869-70 and 1870-71 his address
was 58 Chicago Avenue. Then he must have
gone through a medical training, as h e
advertised in Skandinaven og Amerika (121):
"L Foss, examined physician and pharmacist,
No. 54 E. Chicago Ave." An article in the
same journal on February 24. 1874, reports
that Dr. Foss has one of six Scandinavian
drugstores on the North Side. He then
moved his office and store two times, in 1875
to 145 Chicago Av. (122) and in 1881 to
1114 Milwaukee Av. (123). Later on h e
moved to Minnesota. He was examined and
got a license from the Minnesota Board of
Pharmacy in 1887 (124). H e seems to have
lived in Minneapolis until his death (added in
the register: "Deceased 1897").
Christoffer Buch Stange (1843-89) graduated
in Christiania in 1865. Strand writes in his
book "A History of the Norwegians of
Illinois" (125) that he was offered the position of medical attendant on the emigrant
sailing vessel "Rjukan" in 1867 for a passage
to America, which he accepted. From New
York he made a trip westward and visited
Chicago, w here he was offered and accepted
a promising position as chemist with the
Granger Chemical Works. The firm was profitable, enlarging the plant until the time of
the great fire (1871), when the factory
buildings and all stocks were destroyed. The
owner, Mr. Roemheld, later started a drogstore and employed Mr. Stange. In 1873

Stange established his own business as a druggist and manufacturing chemist at Larabee
and Division streets. Later on he moved his
store to the West Side. The city directories
from 1875 to 1887 show its address being
205 (later 207 or 210) W Indiana St. (street
name later changed to Grand Av.), and Strand
writes that it was located on the corner of
Grand Av. and Carpenter St. According to
Strand he later sold his drugstore and built a
factory on Kinzie St .. He died in 1889.
Strand adds: "Mr. Stange was a leader among
the Norwegians and a member of several of
their societies. He was a man of excellent
mental capacity and well learned not only in
his own branch but in all modern sciences".
Three pharmacists arrived in 1868: Michael
Bjerkan, Nicolai Bruun and Vilhelm D.
Gandrup. Michael Bjerkan (b. 1842)
graduated in 1863. Flood (126) writes that he
"died in America 1873-1877 (?)". He
irnmigrated in 1868 (127), and his name
appears in the Chicago census of 1870 as
"Michael Bjelkken" 29 years, druggist (128).
No other details could be found.
Nicolai Bruun (1837-1910) graduated m
1860. According to Strand (129) he left
Norway on the sailing ship Hanna Parr on
April 12, 1868. In a hurricane the ship was
wrecked off the coast of Ireland and drifted
to Limerick, where passengers and crew
remained for two months, pending repairs to
the ship. An eyewitness account of the
shipwreck was printed in the Norwegian
newspaper Morgenbladet (130). Bruun finally
arrived in Chicago on August 19, 1868. In
February 1869 a drugstore was opened on
282 Indiana St. (now Grand Av.) on the West
Side under the firm name Bruun and Burt.
Three years later the partnership was
dissolved, and Bruun was the sole owner of
the store. The business remained on the same
place at least to his death in 1910 (13 1).
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Bruun 's drugstore as a starting point
Bruun seems to have admitted new Norwegian pharmacists to work in his store as
clerks or apprentices for some time to be
acquainted with American pharmacy, before
their examination by the Board ofPharmacy.
At l east six of them have 208 W Indiana St. or
Grand Av. as address in the registration hooks.
This must have mattered a lot for newcomers
in the USA.
William (Vilhelm) D. Gandrup (1840-1904)
graduated in 1864. According to an obituary
in Skandinaven (132) he worked in the old
Svaneapotheket in Christiania for a couple of
years and then moved to Copenhagen, where
he worked as a meat inspector. He and his
family immigrated to Chicago in 1868. He
was employed at a chemical factory for 6
years, and then ran a drugstore for 4 years.
The obituary reports that the family moved
to Story City, Story Co., Iowa, in 1878.
Lovoll (133) writes that emigrants fi·om
Sunnhordland in Norway had founded
colonies in Story county in the centre of
Iowa in 1855. Gandrup was born in the
same part of Norway (on the island of
Karmøy), and probably
this has been
important in the choice of Story City.
Ulvestad (134) has his name on the list of
Norwegians in Story City, telling that he was
"Apotheker og Konsul (for Danmark)". That he
was a Danish consul is confirmed by the
"Kongelig Dansk Hqf- og Statskalender" (135),
which specifies that he was vice consul m
Story City, under consul E . Dreier in
Chicago.
Sigvard K. Haanshus (1835-1895) graduated
in 1861. He and his wife emigrated in April
1869 with the sailing ship Rubens bound for
"Kvebek" (136). In Chicago he opened a
drugstore on 119 Milwaukee Av., corner of
Green St., which he called "Det Skandinaviske
Apothek" (137). An advertisement in 1873
22

(138) reports that he had opened a new
drugstore on the North Side, together with
the Swedish pharmacist Rosene. They called
it "Nordsidens skandinaviske Apothek", and the
address was 314 Division St., corner of
Sedgewick St.

Settlements in Chicago in the 1880s
The author has no evidence of settlements by
Norwegian pharmacists in Chicago in the
1870s. In the 1880s, however, seven
pharmacists moved to Chicago, all in the
period 1880-85 . The first one seems to have
been Engelbrecht C. Engh (1849-89) . He
graduated in 1877 and emigrated from
Bergen 1880 (139). He was registered by the
Illinois Bo ard of Pharmacy in 1882 (140) . An
obituary in a Norwegian pharmaceutical
journal (141) reports that he was employed
by Nicolai Bruun who soon made him
manager of his drugstore. The fact that he
was highly loved by many in Chicago, was
proven at his funeral in November 1889; the
funeral procession consisted of a Norwegian
choir and band, followed by as many as fifty
wagons.
Nils R. Heyerdahl Juell (1850-1927) graduated in 1871 and emigrated in 1882 (142). He
was registered by the Illinois Board of
Pharmacy 1883 (143) and graduated from
Rush Medical College, Illinois, 1884 (144).
He then moved to Lake Park, Becker Co.,
Minnesota. He was examined and registered
in Minnesota in 1888 (145) and in California
in 1902 (146). In California he ran a drugstore for some years in Santa Rosa, Sonoma
Co. From 1915 he was a practising physician
and surgeon in the same city (144).
Karl S. Hummeland (1862-1928) graduated
in 1881 and emigrated in 1884 (147). He was
registered by the Illinois Board of Pharmacy

m 1884 (148), and four years later by the
Wisconsin Board of Pharmacy (149).
According to an obituary in Skandinaven
(150) he had been manager of H aanshus's
drugstore in Chicago and a drugstore in Eau
Claire, Wisconsin. Later he operated a
chemical plant for five years and was well
regarded as a chernist. When h e was nearly
fifty years old, h e started studying medicine.
Mter graduation he practiced mostly in the
suburbs of C hicago.

registered in Illinois 1885 (161) and in South
Dakota 1890 (162). He ran a drugstore in
Brookings, Brookings Co. , until 1894 and
then returned to Norway (163).

Settlements in the period 189o-1914
In the 1890s only on e N otwegian pharm acist
seems to have settled in C hicago: Wilhelm
Lerche (b. 1867). As mentioned in part two,
he graduated in medicine in the USA (164) .

Nils H etland (b. 1854) graduated in 1877 and
was registered by the Illinois Board of
Pharmacy in 1884 (151) . A notice in a
Norwegian pharmaceutical journal jn 1889
(152) reports that h e had died in July 1888.
His name, however, appears in the Register
of Illinois Board of Pharmacy for the years
1889-91, with address Leland, La Salle Co.,
and in 1892-94 as well w ith an address in
Chicago (151). The latter references east
doubt on the accuracy of the Norwegian
death notice.
Fritz S. M eier (1846-1907) graduated in
1870 and was in ch arge of his father's
pharmacy in Egersund until 1879 (1 53).
According to an obituary in Skandinaven
(154) he imrnigrated in 1884. He was
registered by the Illinois Board of Pharmacy
in 1884 (155). In 1900 he wrote an article in
the Norwegian newspaper Dagbladet (156) .
He told that he had been Apotheker both in
Norway and in the USA, but that he preferred the free American pharmacy system.
Peter Elias Hansen (b. 1854 in Copenhagen)
graduated in Christiania in 1876 and in
Copenhagen in 1878 (157) . He was
registered in Illinois in 1884 (158) and in
New York City in 1887 (159).
Sverre Hirsch (1853- 1914) graduated in
1877 and immigrated in 1884 (160). He was

3. Paul Grønvold (187 1- 1932)

Three Norwegian pharmacists came to
C hicago in the p eriod 1900-1914 .. Paul C.
N. Gronvold (Grønvold) (1871-1932) was
one of the few pharmacists who had passed
the matriculation exarnination for the
university (examen artium). In the 25- years
anniversary book 1915 (165) he writes that
he had been registered pharmacist in Illinois
(he w rites Chicago) in 1904 and in North
Dakota in 1906.
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Hans J.S. Christensen Bough (1869-1953)
graduated in 1892 and ernigrated in 1906
(166). He was employed as a chernist in
Chicago and was said to be technical director
of the firm.
Christian A. Svano (Svanøe, b. 1884)
graduated in 1906 and left for America
shortly afterwards (167). The Illinois Bo ard of
Pharmacy registered hirn as a pharmacist in
1907 (168). The late Gerhard B. Naeseth
helped the author to get information from
two members of the Svanoe Farnily in the
USA. They confirmed that Christian Svano
owned a drugstore on North Avenue in
Chicago. Mr. Richard Svanoe wrote that he
believed that Christian Svano died in Florida
in 1977, aged 93 (169).

Swedish pharmacist at the store. He had not
been present at the actual moment, but had
been told that a quarter of a grain of
morphine had been divided into six
powders, which then contained about 2.5
milligrams in each, a dose too small to have
any effect. It had been done by a former
blacksrnith who owned the drugstore
together with a physician.
It is true that anybody could run a drugstore
in Chicago in 1875, since the legislature in
Illinois passed the first Pharmacy Law for the
state in 1881 (20). From then on, however,
pharmaceutical training was required to run a
drugstore.

British and American Pharmacy

V. Meeting with

American pharmacy
In 1875 the newspaper Morgenbladet m
Christiania published an article on "Pharmaceutical Conditions in America" (Angaaende
farmaceutiske Forhold i Amerika) (170), which
was bas ed on a letter from Dr. med. Acharius
in Chicago. The paper gives no information
about the writer of the letter, but he is
probably a Swedish immigrant. He writes
that in the USA everybody is allowed to
open a pharmacy "when and where he
wants" and without proper training in the
field. Dr. Acharius relates his personal
experience with this system and gives among
other things this example:To a patient he had
prescribed six powders with "gr. 1!4 sulph.
morph. " (about 16 milligrams morphine) in
each powder. To his surprise the patient
experienced no relief from his pains. The

Sonnedecker accounts thoroughly for the
development of American pharmacy (171) .
British pharmacy was practiced in the British
colonies in America and thus left its mark on
the later American pharmacy. This included
the indistinct borders between the professions of medicine and pharmacy, which
characterized the development in Great
Britain.
The Magna Charta of the profession of pharmacy was issued as an edict from the German
emperor Frederick the Second some time
between 1231 and 1240 (172). In the edict
pharmacy was defined as an independent
branch of the health service, separated from
medicine. This served as a model for later
public health legislation on the European
Continent. The principles of the edict were
repeated for Denmark-Norway in the Royal
Ordinance ofDecember 1672.
In Britain the functions of medicine and
pharmacy were hardly separated befare the

doctor later was told the reason from a · 19th century. From the late Middle Ages the
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"spicers" had been retailers of spices and
drugs. In the 13th century same of the spicers
specialized in dispensing and compounding
medicines, and were called "apothecaries".
Later, same of the apothecaries started
practising medicine in addition to running
their shops. In this way they came in conflict
with the physicians on the ane side and the
so-called "druggists" and "chernists" on the
other. With the foundation of the Pharmaceutical Society in 1841 the druggists and
chernists drew the boundary between the
medical and pharmaceutical professions.
In the USA, the legacy from British medicine
and pharmacy seems to be the reason why
same Norwegian pharmacists, who had gane
through a medical education in America,
could obtain both a medical and a pharmaceutical licence, a system that was unthinkable
in Norway. (See Part One).

Injluence of Immigrant Pharmacists

ence on the development of American
pharmacy was strong.
What about the influence of Scandinavian
pharmacists? A survey by Loldrup (174)
shows that two Danish immigrant pharmacists ended as professors of chernistry (in
Pennsylvania and Wisconsin) and ane was
connected with a college of pharmacy in
New York.
Sonnedecker has given an interesting account
of what a single Danish pharmacist was able
to achieve (175). Otto Johan Sinius Boberg
(1860-1925) graduated as a pharmacist in
Copenhagen in 1883. Two years later he and
his pharmacist brother Richard ernigrated to
the USA. They settled in Eau Claire,
Wisconsin, where Richard bought a drugstore. In a later letter to Edward Kremers in
Madison, Richard writes that the brothers
were very disappointed with the first
irnpression of American pharmacy, which
they found in a very low standing. They were
also surprised not to find a laboratory in the
drugstore. They were accustomed to having
the Apothek connected with a laboratory
with steam installation for boiling, evaporating, and distilling.

In their letter to the pharmacists in Norway
in 1868, Heyerdahl and Stange wrote that
German and Scandinavian pharmacists are
well off in the USA because of their "more
complete education". Sonnedecker (173)
writes that the failed rebellion of 1848 in · After only six months in Eau Claire, Richard
Germany "forced thousands of the best.:.
returned to Denrnark, never to return.
educated Germans to seek refuge in ·the
United States. The fact that German
Otto Boberg, at the age of 26, was the new
physicians and pharmacists had played an
manager of the Lian Drug Store. He had to
important part in the German political
fight for survival, and he met with plenty of
movement of 1848 brought a great number
difficulties. H e was successful, however, in the
of them to America." These German
end. In 1892 he joined the Wisconsin
pharmacists spread across the country, and· Pharmaceutical Association and later he
they " possessed practical and scientific
became a m ember of the N ational Association of Retail Druggists and the American
training and a professional standard which at
Pharmaceutical Association. He was active in
that time could not b e equalled either by the
English chernists and druggists or by the few
the associations and wrote essays about
graduates of early American colleges of professional concerns in their periodicals. In
pharmacy". Accordingly, the German influ1905, the governor of Wisconsin appointed
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him to the State Baard of Pharmacy, where
he served for twenty years. He was elected
several times as president and as secretary of
the State Board.Toward the end ofhis tenure,
he was inspector of pharmacies, and is said to
have visited every drugstore in Wisconsin.
Otto Boberg was also a pioneer in the related
field of chemical and bacteriological analysis.
He fitted out a laboratory for this type of
work in a ro om of the drugstore, and starting
in 1893 he made analyses in different fields,
e.g. in clinical and forensic medicine and
metallurgy. His background was his pharmaceutical education in Denmark.
Otto Boberg died on 23 October 1925. In
Sonnedecker's own words: "Earlier that year
the University ofWisconsin had recognized
Boberg's exceptional service, as a pharmacist
and analyst, to the people of his adopted
state by conferring the honorary degree of
"Master of Pharmacy". It was a tide that
Otto probably considered the highest
possible compliment."

The Soda Fountain
The Norwegian physician E. Klaveness in
Sioux Falls, South Dakota, writes in a letter
to the journal of the Norwegian Medical
Association in 1916 (178) that a Norwegian
pharmacist in his town served food in his
drugstore. Of the 13 drugstores in the town
at least 4 served food and most of them had
soda fountains and served ice cream all the
year round . He did not like this development.
"The existing free trade has had no other
result than, scientifically judged, that most of
these druggists are rather ignorant m
pharmaceutical matters and skills. [ . . ...] One
cannot expect that prescriptions, which take
real pharmaceutical knowledge and laboratory work to be filled, can be sent to more
than a few of the drugstores in the state."
According to Sonnedecker (179) "the
development of the soda fountain as an
integral and accepted part of the average
American pharmacy seems to be unique in
the world's pharmaceutical history. [ .... .]The
soda fountain came into its own in the 1880s
as a social institution, during the public's fight
against the liquor stores. [..... ] The soda
fountain, aften expanded into a second-class
restaurant, became so important a feature of
the average American drugstore that in the
imagination of many people the concept of
the drugstore included the fountain ."

Did Norwegian pharmacists also contribute to the
advancement of American pharmacy? In the
author's opinion the answer must be: no, they
did not. No written account has been found
of a Norwegian immigrant being a member
of a State Baard ofPharmacy or of serving as
a leader in a pharmaceutical association. Only
one report in the Norwegian-American
paper Minneapolis Tidende (176) suggests that
a Norwegian pharmacist was a member of an
American pharmaceutical association: Peter
O. Bugge in Bisbee, North Dakota, who had
played his violin at a dinner given by the
North Dakota Pharmaceutical Association.
The paper referred to an article in Eli Lilly
and Co.'s journal "Tide and Till" (177). Mr.
Bugge was, however, very active in various
Norwegian-American organizations, as will

How did the Norwegian pharmacists judge
this development in American pharmacy?
Very few sources can help us answer the
question. The opinions se em to have differed.
As quoted above, at least one of them served
meals in his drugstore. Dr. Klaveness did not
men ti on the name of the Norwegian
pharmacist who served food. It may have
been Petter K. Bernhart,
who ran a
drugstore in Sioux Falls fi.·om 1905 to 1957
(See Part Two). The previously mentioned

be shown later.

Peter O. Bugge ran drugstores in small towns
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4. Interior, Gronvold pharmacy, Park River, North Dakota ca. 1930

Production in
the community pharmacy

Developments in Arnerican pharmacy
regarding preparation of medicines in the
drugstore can be seen through the different
editions ofThe Pharmacopoeia of the United
States of Arnerica, as shown by Sonnedecker
(182). The first edition (1820) remarks in the
preface: "Those compound substances which
are prepared in the large way at manufactories, and which are to be kept by the
apothecary, though not necessarily prepared
by him, are inserted on the materia medica
list. Those which are to b e made by the
apothecary alone, are placed among the
preparations and compositions."

Like the Dane Otto Boberg Norwegian
pharmacists were trained to prepare medicines (composita, galenic preparations) on a small
scale in the pharmacy. In the USA they met
with another reality.

This signifies that Arnerican pharmacists
produced at least some preparations in the
pharmacies during the first part of the
nineteenth century. This changed, however,

m North Dakota from 1907 to 1943. A
journalist of the Norwegian-Arnerican paper
Fram visited his drugstore in 1917 and
reported that no ice cream soda could be
seen (180) .
Paul Gronvold (Grønvold) owned drugstores
in North Dakota from 1907 to his death in
1932. Interior pictures from his stores show
soda fountains and bar stools (181).
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radically later in the century. The renowned
Sixth Revision (1882) "turned more sharply
away from the outworn concept of the
community pharmacy as the place of manufacture of most of the pharmaceutical
preparations. Instead it tried to establish in
the pharmacy another kind of responsibility:
exarnination of medicinal substances by the
pharmacist as a check on quality" (183) .

Tengelsen 's ship medicines
The
above-mentioned Tengelsen
also
supplied medicines for Norwegian ships. A
Norwegian pharmacist, Eva Songe, has very
kindly shown the author examples of ship
medicines sold by him. Her grandfather was a
shipmaster in the beginning of the twentieth
century. She inherited his medicine chest and
has taken care of it.

Nevertheless, at least a couple of Norwegian
immigrant pharmacists made some preparations on a small scale in the pharmacy:
1. Jens T. Tengelsen started the first
Norwegian pharmacy in Brooklyn 1892 (see
Part Two). His advertisements m the
Norwegian-American newspaper Nordisk
Tidende give interesting insight in the nature
of medicines he made and sold. Tengelsen's
cough mixture, his ointment (" exceptionally
healing"), and cinchona wine with iron are some
of his preparations (184).
2. Ragnvald Krefting operated his Swan
Drug Store in Sioux City, Iowa, from 1887 to
1893 (see Part Three). In the Sioux City
Directory for 1892-93 he advertised Krifting's
Guaranteed Cough Remedy, which he called
"the best on earth" and asserted that it" cures
coughs, co lds etc.". He also promoted his
cough remedy in the local Scandinavian
journal Sioux City Tidende (185). Here his
advertisements had a picture of the packaging
containing the battle. The text on the carton
reads that the price was 25 cents and that the
battle should be shaken befare use. Evidently,
the battle contained a suspension with a
precipitate. This may signifY that the remedy
among other things contained a decoction of
cinchona bark (containing quinine) , which
was widely used in cough medicines in
Norway and internationally.
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5. Packages from
]. T. Tengelsen's pharmacy,
Brooklyn, N. Y. ca. 1900

The chest contains some cardboard boxes,
which were traditionally used in Norwegian
pharmacies. The labels have the printed text:
"]. T. Tengelsen Apothecary 129 Hamilton
Ave., Brooklyn N.Y" and a hand-written text
in Norwegian. However, certain information
which is compulsory to- day, is missing;

Declaration of content, date of dispensing,
and expiration date.
One box contains Stappende pulver (constipating powders) , with direction: One powder
three times a day. Another contains Afførende
piller for voxne (laxative pills for adults), of
which " three pills when needed" should be
taken. A third box contains Middel mod
søvnløshed (remedy against insomnia) with
direction: One powder in a glass of water at
bedtime. The chest also contains Chininpiller
(quinine pills). The label tells that children
should take one pill and adults four pills a day
against fever.

VI. The Nonvegian
pharmacist and the
American dream
A few sources indicate that at least some
Norwegian immigrant pharmacists were
financially successful. Flood (186) w rites that
Nicolai Bruun runs "en betydelig ApothekerJorretning" (a considerable pharmacist's shop)
in Chicago. This must b e considered a
colleague's expression of respect for an
immigrant who has been successful. He
does not, however, call Bruun's store an
"Apothek". Instead he is using a word that
must have been a new construction in
Norwegian: "Apothekeiforretning", to indicate
that it is not a real "Apothek" in the
Norwegian meaning of the word. Sometimes
Norwegian-American journals use the same
word, for instance Sioux City Tidende (187) .
When Christoffer Stange died in 1889, the
Norwegian journal Stavanger A mtstidende og
Adresseavis (188) wrote in an obituary that he
was regarded as "en meget velstaaende Mand" (a
very prosperous man) .

Another apparently successful pharmacist was
Albert Bellerue (Bellerud, 1849-1921). An
obituary in D ecorah Posten (189) reports that
he had been a pharm acist in La Crosse,
Wisconsin, for 41 years. He immigrated in
1875 and was employed in a drugstore in La
Crosse fo r two years. Mterward, he op ened a
drugstore in Blair, Trempealeau Co. In 1880
he returned to La Crosse and bought the
drugstore that h e since had run for so many
years. According to the obituary, h e had b een
on the Board of Directors of the La Crosse
State Bank.
Bellerue visited Norway with his family in
1900. The ernigration records of the Kristiania police tells that h e returned to New
York together with his wife and two children
on November 2, 1900. According to the records the cost of the trip was NOK 900
(190), a considerable amount of money at
that time.
The ernigration records have more examples
of exp ensive return travels to the USA.
Sigvard K . Haanshus, pharmacist in Chicago
(see Part Four), was a widower when he
visited Norway in 1882. H e returned with
his two daughters on September l and paid
NOK 440 for first dass tickets (191 ). The
sum is w ritten w ith large numbers and m ay
have impressed the policeman.
Joakim Vedeler, pharmacist in Minneapolis
(see PartTwo), visited Norway with wife and
two children in 1893. The ernigration record
(192) shows that he paid NOK 809 for the
return w ith the steam ship "Arnerica".
Part Five describes how J ens T. Tengelsen
delivered ship medicines to Norwegian ships,
and that some examples of them belong to a
N orwegian pharmacist, Eva Songe. She also
has a letter from her grandfather, shipmaster
M ads H . H enriksen , to his wife (193). In the
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letter he writes that Tengelsen some years
before had told him that he earned about
$ 4 000 a year and that the turnover of his
store had been growing year by year.
Ole B. Østgaard Rude (1874-1931) also ran a
drugstore in Brooklyn, opened in 1908.
Wong (194) described it as "one of the
biggest and best Norwegian drugstores in
America". Later Ru de turn ed his business
into a joint-stock company: Rude Drug Co.
Inc. (195).
The examples given above of apparent fulfliment of "the American dream" refer to
pharmacists who ran drugstores in areas with
a great number of Norwegians and other
Scandinavians: Chicago, Minneapolis, La
Crosse, Brooklyn.
Having a drugstore in a big city, however, was
no guarantee of success, as there usually was a
considerable competition. In 1874 the
Norwegian newspaper Skandinaven conducted a survey of Scandinavian tradesmen in
Chicago. On the subject druggists (196) the
newsBaper reported that the Scandinavians
were well supplied with drugstores owned or
managed by countrymen. The West Side had
four Norwegian pharmacies
(Bruun's,
Haanshus's, Stange's, and Poulson's (the last
one seems not to have been trained in
Norway)), one Danish (Dreyer's) and three
American with Scandinavians in the management. The North Side had six Scandinavian
drugstores (among them Dr. Foss, Hesselroth
& Ferris, and more besides). Some American
and German stores also employed Scandinavian pharmacists.
William Gandrup's store is not mentioned by
Skandinaven (see Part Four). According to an
obituary (197) he opened a drugstore in

Chicago 1874. Four years later he moved to
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Story City, Iowa, what may have been done
because of the competition.
Lauritz Foss also moved from Chicago. He
was registered by the Minnesota State Board
of Pharmacy 1887 (198). His address was
Brandon. From 1890 his address was
Minneapolis. In the register for 1895-98 is
added: Deceased 1897.
Some pharmacists also moved from Minneapolis. Yngvar Laws immigrated 1880 and
settled in Stoughton, Wisconsin (see Part
Two). An obituary in Skandinaven (199)
reveals that he some years later moved to
Minneapolis and opened a drugstore on the
Twentieth Avenue. He later moved it to
Nicolet Av. It is reported that he bought a
drugstore in Appleton, Swift Co., in 1909 or
191 O (200). According to Appleton Press,
however, he did this in 1900, which seems to
be correct, as he lived the re in 1901 ,
according to Ulvestad (201). He died in
California in 193 7.
Edvard Iversen Ruud (1853-1920) immigrated to the USA in 1883 (202) and settled
in Western Minnesota. According to an
obituary he and his family lived in Fosston,
Polk Co., from 1886 to 1891 (203). They
then moved to Minneapolis, where he
operated "The Lion Drug Store" on
Washington Av. for six years. In 1897 he sold
this store and returned to Fosston, where he
died in 1920. For five years from 1911 he had
run a drugstore in Mahnomen, south of
Fosston.
Some Norwegian pharmacists in small towns
seem to have had financial problems. The
most striking example is Ragnvald Krefting.
As told in Part Three, he went bankrupt in
Dell Rapids, South Dakota (119).

Both Paul Gronvold and Peter O. Bugge ran

drugstores in small towns in North Dakota.
When Gronvold died in 1932, Bugge wrote
in an obituary in a Norwegian pharmaceutical journal (204): "Pharmacist Grønvold
has been sick for the last years. The strenuous
and dismal work in American drugstores has
probably helped to undermine his health."
This remarkable statement is no testimony of
fulfilled dreams!

Early deaths
Some Norwegian pharmacists died after only
a few years in America. Karl Olaf Lyng
(1854-89) was registered in Minnesota in
· 1885 (205). An obituary in a Norwegian
pharmaceutical journal (206) reports that he
opened a drugstore in Minneapolis and that
he died in September 1889, less than 35 years
old.
Paul Vinsnes (1856-89) passed away in the
same month. He had been registered in Iowa
in 1884 (207). The same edition of the
pharmaceutical journal (208) states that he
had opened a store in the small town of
Roland, Iowa, but that he had returned
"some years ago" and had since then been
unable to work.
The journal adds: "It is a strange coincidence
that two fi:iends from their undergraduate
days have passed away within a few weeks.
They were both h ealthy and able to work
when they left. They are tokens of how hard
the struggle is over there for those who want
to make progress, so hard that many
succumb, who under other conditions would
have had a long life ahead."
A third pharmacist di ed in his thirties, Johan
O. Bellerud (1856-93), who ran a drugstore
in Blair, Trempealeau Co., Wisconsin (209).
His brother, Albert Bellerue, is mentioned
above.

VII. "Lions" and "Swans"

in the new world
An official list of consumer prices for
medicines was printed in Copenhagen (21 O)
in 1672. The frontispiece of the book is a
copperplate print with pictures and text, on
which the names of the four pharmacies in
Copenhagen at that time are printed in
Latin: Cygnus (Swan), Leo (Lion), Elephas
(Elephant), and R. Salomo (King Salomo). It
shows that the use of animal names for
pharmacies has long traditions in Denmark,
and this also holds true for Germany, Norway
and Sweden. The most popular names seem
to have been Lion and Swan. Many towns in
Scandinavia have pharmacies with these
names.
As previously mentioned, some Norwegian
pharmacists in the USA called their stores
"Løveapotheket" (The Lion) or "Svaneapotheket" (The Swan). T h e "Lions" were
owned by Albert Bellerue in La Crosse, and
by Edvard I. Ruud in Minneapolis. The
"Swans" by R. Krefting in Sioux City, Iowa,
and Dell Rapids, South Dakota; H.A.E.
Selmer in Eau Claire, Wisconsin;J.Vedeler in
Minneapolis and Chr.A. Svano in Chicago
(Svanøe in Norwegian, which means "swan
island").
In their advertisements the owners have
sometimes us ed the Norwegian forms of the
name, sometimes the English o nes (211). The
Norwegian-American press used the Norwegian forms (212) .
During the 1890s, when Ruud ran his
"Lion" drugstore in Minneapolis (1891 - 97),
the town had both "Svaneapotheket" and
"Løveapotheket". These two pharmacies undoubtedly have contributed to making the
native Norwegians in town feel a bit doser to
home!
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6. Advertisementfor the Lian Drugstore, La Crosse, Wis.

VIII. Active members
of Norwegian-American
associations
In Strand's: "A His tory of the Norwegians of
Illinois" he writes that Christoffer B. Stange
"was a leader among the Norwegians and a
member of several of their societies" (213).
He was not the only Norwegian pharmacist
who was active in the Norwegian-Arnerican
society. Some others were also very active, as
will be seen from the following examples.

Peter Olivarius Bugge
Before the Henrik Ibsen centenary in 1928,
Det Norske Nationalforbund i Minneapolis (a
federation of Norwegian associations in

Minneapolis) announced a competition for a
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song for the event in Lyceum Theatre on
March 20 and 21, 1928.The annual report of
the Nationalforbund (214) tells that 38 songs
were received, some of them being "quite
excellent". The winner was P. O. Bugge,
druggist in Bisbee, North Dakota (215). At
the centennial celebration the song was
performed by four choirs, with a melody by
the Norwegian composer Ole Olsen.
As mentioned in Parts Two and Five, Peter
O. Bugge lived in North Dakota for many
years. He must have been quite gifted, as he
wrote poems in Norwegian and English, and
was known as a brilliant violinist. When he
died, the Decorah-Posten's heading was: "Wellknown violinist dead in California" (216).
Bugge was an active member of so-called

bygdelag in America. Lovoll (217) defines a

Norwegian-American bygdelag as "a society
of immigrant families from a sp ecific

Norwegian bygd (rural community), valley,
district, or fjord area". As Bugge was raised in
the county of Nord- Trøndelag, it was natural
for him to be a member of the Trønderlaget in
the USA. Some members of this society
formed the Snåsalaget in 1929, with Bugge as
the president (218) . Snåsa is a township in the
same county. Bugge spent the most of his
childhood and youth there, as a son of a vicar
(sokneprest) .
Another son of a v1car m Snåsa was Ole
Rynning, who was the leader of a group of
immigrants wanting to form a new
settlement in Illinois in 1837. U nfortunately,
they selected a marshy area south of Chicago
known as Beaver Creek. R ymting had
inspected the area in the fall, when the
landscape was dry. Not until the next spring
did the area reveal its true character, and the
"swamp fever" (malaria) ravaged the settlers.
Rynning was o ne of the victims, and he di ed
there. However, while he lay ill, he wrote his
famous immigrant guide: True Account of
America (Sandfærdig Beretning om Amerika, til
Oplysning og Nytte for Bonde og Menigmand) .
This little book was read widely in Norway
and greatly infl.uenced later immigration
(219).
At the annual meeting of the Snåsalaget in
1934 Bugge put forward a proposal to erect a
monument of Ole Rynning in Snåsa, and
was chosen leader of the " Ole Rynning
Memorial Committee". The committee
started to collect funds and contacted the
local authorities in Snåsa. The idea received
great support, and on the 4th ofJuly 1937 the
monument was unveiled in Snåsa (220). It
was done by the vi car of Snåsa, who also read
greetings from Bugge and from the Snåsalaget.

7. The Ole Rynning memorial,

Snåsa, Jt~!y

4, 1937

In the same year, on May 15, a rniniature of
the monument was given to the St. Olaf
College in North:field, Minnesota, at a
centennial event for Ole R ynning. It was
done with a prologue and a short speech by
Peter O. Bugge (221). At the same event Dr.
Theodore Blegen gave a lecture on Ole
R ynning and his significance in the his tory
ofNorwegian immigration to the USA.
In the summer of 1930 Norway celebrated
the nine-hundred-years anniversary of the
death of king Olaf Il Haraldson (St. Olaf),
which marked the nine hundred years of
Christianity in Norway. At this occasion a
meeting for emigrant Norwegians was held
in the Nidaros cathedral in Trondheim.
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Appointed by governor Shafer, Bugge
represented North Dakota. In a short speech
he conveyed the greetings of the governor
and told that North Dakota was more
Norwegian than any other state in the USA,
as more than half the population was of
Norwegian descent (222) .
In the fall of the same year he also took part
in the Icelandic Millennium, as the representative of North Dakota (223).
In the article about Bugge's efforts in the
erection of the Ole Rynning monument the
Skandinaven (224) als o reported that he was a
member of the Sons of Norway organization
and of a Masonic lodge. He was also a comrnission agent for the Nordmanns-Forbundet
(The N orsemen's Federation). This federation
produced a printed address to king Haakon
VII in 1942, on the occasion of his 70th anniversary. The address was signed by the board
(among others by C. ]. Hambro, Halvdan
Koht and Sigrid Undset) and by 88 comrnission agents, among them P. O. Bugge (225)

A Literary Circle in Minneapolis

Literature 1920) lived in Minneapolis from
1887 to 1888. Næss (227) writes that he got
three good friends there, one of them was
Yngvar Laws. Laws was at that time 29, about
one year older than Hamsun, who had not
yet made a name for himself. However, his
friends adrnired him and helped him in
different ways. On their initiative Hamsun
lectured (in Norwegian) on "the new
Norwegian and French novel" during the
winter 1887-88. The profit from the lectures
was small, and he was constantly in a difficult
econornic situation. When he wanted to go
back to Norway in 1888, his friends had to
help him. One of them followed him to
Chicago, where they went to the Danish
agent for the Thingvalla Line and got a free
ticket for the ship to Copenhagen. His
friends also helped him sell an article on
August Strindberg to a weekly paper.
According to Ferguson (228) Laws had
translated it into English.
In 1929 Laws wrote an article in Norwegian
on Knut Hamsun som jeg kjente ham (K. H . as I
knew him) (229) . Here he writes "that it was
granted to me, to a small extent, to help this
great nature to find his way, is one of the
happiest bright spots in my life."

Parts Two and Six also men ti on Yngvar Laws
(1858-1937), who ran a drugstore in
Minneapolis for many years. His store
became a meeting place for young persons
interested in literature. Hansen (226) writes
that "here they could find congenial
company, and on tables would be spread
newspapers from Norway and the latest
books by Ibsen, Bjørnson, Lie and Kielland.
Here they could get the news about Knut
Hamsun, whose career then began to take on
a certain lustre. Laws had been one of
Hamsun's
closest friends
during his
Minneapolis sojourn."

Jens T. Tengelsen (1862-1922) is mentioned
in Parts Two, Five and Six. From 1901 and
until his death he ran a pharmacy in
Brooklyn. Rygg (230) wrote that "he was for
many years a member of the Board of
Directors of the Norwegian Sailors' home,
and he had much to do with the
establishment of the Norwegian Children's
Home."

The author Knut Hamsun (Nobel Prize for

Rygg
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Humanitarian t1Jorts in Brooklyn

also

wrote

the history

of the

Norwegian Children's Home 1909- 1949.
He wrote that "the Norwegian people of
Brooklyn had long recognized that an
institution to take care of orphaned and
semi-orphaned children was needed" (231).
When therefore Tengelsen in 1908 "brought
the matter to the attention of the Norwegian
N ational League [an umbrella organization of
Norwegian associations in Brooklyn], it
received a favourable reception at once, and a
committee was elected to consider how it
would be best to proceed." The committee
consisted of nine members, one of them
being Jens Tengelsen. In May 1909 Tengelsen
was elected president of an interim board,
and The Norwegian Children's Home
Association was established in the fall of the
same year. Tengelsen W:lS treasurer of the
association for the following years. A long list
of Norwegian organizations in Brooklyn
took part in yearly fairs to raise money, and in
1914 the building for the home was erected.
When Jens Tengelsen died in 1922, it
appeared that he had left USD 500 to the
home. It was decided that in his memory a
picture of him should be placed in the
institution (232).

A memorable event in Sioux City
In Trønderlagets Aarbok of 1939 Kristin
Haugen (233) tells about Ragnvald Krefting
from Trondheim during his time in Sioux
C ity, S. Dakota, 1891- 93. When he returned
with his bride from Brooklyn, a military
band met them at the station and led them to
his drugstore, where there was a celebration,
w ith a Norwegian-American choir performing. He had fastened two ropes across
the street to a building owned by another
Norwegian, with the Norwegian and the
American flags, the Norwegian on top.
Haugen writes that this was not favourably
interpreted by the local American patriots.

IX. Pharmaceutical dynasties
The his tory of Norwegian pharmacy has
some examples of "ph armaceutical dynasties". Same pharmacies have been in the
possession of certain families through
generations. The old pharmacy system with
"real privileges", which could be inherited,
made this possible (see Part One) . One
example is the Hirsch farnily who owned
Løveapoteket in Trondheim for 106 years,
(1851 to 1957), through three generations
(234).
The author has uncovered a couple of
examples of dynasties among the Norwegian
pharmacists in the USA. In addition at least
eight of them had sons who took over the
drugstore. This must mean that the business
had been profitable.
In 1905 Strand (235) wrote about Nicolai
Bruun in Chicago (see Part Four) that h e had
"turned the management of the store over to
his son, Harald N. Bruun, a registered
pharmacist". Other examples of sans w ho
had been trained and registered in the USA
and who took over the store, are Victor
Bellerue, in La Crosse, Wisconsin; Finn
Bernhart in Sioux Falls, South Dakota; Walter
Tengelsen in Brooklyn, New York; and
Bjarne Vedeler in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
A drugstore in Bridgewater, South Dakota,
was in the possession of one farnily through
three generations. As mentioned in Part Two
Anton B. N. Wettergreen opened it in the
1880s and ran it to his death in 1895. It was
taken over by his wife, Caroline Wettergreen,
who had been trained and examined in
South Dakota. Their son, Victor Wettergreen,
was registered in 1903 (236) . His son, H arris
V Wettergreen, was examined and registered
1938 (23 7). His name appears in the registers
of the South Dakota Board of Pharmacy
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until the 1980s, which means that the family
had owned the drugstore through a century.
When the author visited the small town
Sto ry City, Iowa, in 1987, it was a surprise to
find that a Gandrup drugstore still existed
there. As mentioned in Part Four William D.
Gandrup moved from Chicago to Story City
in 1878. His great grandson, Harry D.
Gandrup, has given information about the
genealogy (238) of this family with four
generations of pharmacists: WD. Gandrup
had two sons who were trained as
pharmacists, Arthur (b. 1867) and Harold D.
(b. 1877) . Harold to ok over his father's store,
and Arthur ran a drugstore in Clemons
Grove, Iowa. Harold was paralysed in an
accident around 1912, and Arthur took over
the store in Story City. He died in 1932. His
only son, Burton Gandrup, was registered in
1920, and ran the store until 1960. He had
two sons who were trained in Iowa: Harry D.
(b.1923), registered in 1950 (239), bought a
drugstore in Nevada (County Seat in Story
Co.) in 1956 and ran it until the end of 1987.
His brother, Wallace B. (1927 -95), registered
in 1951 (240), ran the store in Sto ry City
until his death.

X. Twelve pharmacists
returned; one wanted
to return
Sometimes only a short sentence in a
biography is all that is known of a pharmacist
who ernigrated to the USA and later
returned. A short biography (241) reports
that Olaf Weisse (1868-1940) lived for a
number of years in America. According to
the ernigration records of the Kristiania
police Weisse left Kristiania in January, 1905,
with South Dakota as destination (242). No
more information is found about him. There
is, however, enough information to place
Olaf Weisse among the twelve returned
pharmacists, found by the author.
More information is known about some of
the other pharmacists who returned to
Norway. Five of them obtained licences to
run pharmacies in Norway. Henning Buck
(1861-1926), who ernigrated to the USA in
1887 (243), later owned
pharmacies in
Lærdal and Egersund. (244).
Lars F. Halvorsen (1859-1925), who was
registered in Washington in 1891 (73), owned
a pharmacy in Oslo from 1910 (245); Fredrik
Hertzberg
(1862-1920), registered in
Minnesota 1889 (55), owned pharmacies in
Åmli and later in Voss (246); Sverre Hirsch
(1853-1914), registered in Illinois 1885 and
South Dakota 1890, opened a pharmacy in
Otta in 1903 (247);Elias Larssen (1881-1926)
owned a pharmacy in Skudeneshavn from
1925 until his death the following year
(248). He was registered in Minnesota 1908,
with address St. Paul (95). He returned,
however, already in November 1909, sick and
unable to work for some years.

8. Harry and Norma Gandrup befare retirement,

As mentioned in Part Two, the author met
the widow of Peter O. Bugge (1875-1970)

Nevada, Story Co., Iowa 1987

in North Dakota in 1983. She told that he
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had a strong desire to return to Norway in
connection with his visit to the country in
1930. This is confirmed by papers in
Riksarkivet in Oslo (249). In 1930 the
Medicinaldirektoratet (Bureau of Health)
received applications from Bugge for vacant
licences to run a pharmacy in Norway. H e
explained that he had left America and now
worked as employed pharmacist in Otta. His
Norwegian citizenship was reestablished
from the Ministry ofJustice in August 1930.
The director-general of public health,
however, did not norninate him, and the
government gave the licences to other applicants. The director-general said in his
comments that Bugge needed to work in
Norwegian pharmacies for more than only
one month, as Norwegian pharmacy had
developed significantly during the twentyfive years he had been in America, with a
new pharmacopoeia and new laws and
regulations.
Bugge was seriously disappointed with the
rejection. In 1939 he published an article
with the heading ]'accuse in a Norwegian
pharmaceutical journal (250). He had read in
Norwegian newspapers that Jewish physicians had got licenses to imrnigrate to and
practice in Norway, and this had been
criticised by Norwegian-American papers in
the USA. H e wrote about his visit in 1930
and his strong desire to work in Norway, as
the USA was experiencing hard times, and
his business was running at a loss. He met
with strong opposition in Norway, however,
and his efforts were fruitless. For many years
he had been working actively to build
bridges between the USA and Norway, so it
was a great disappointment to meet with
such opposition in Norway.
Bugge died in California in 1970, 95 years
old (251) .

XI. Engineers, physicians

and pharmacists
To the author's knowledge only two hooks
dealing with ernigration to th e USA by
Norwegians with professional backgrounds
have been published. Professor Kenneth
Bjork has written a monumental work ab out
Norwegian engineers, called "Saga in Steel
and Concrete". The other book is a
biography of Norwegian physicians: "Norske
Læger I Amerika" (Norwegian Physicians in
America) by E. Klaveness.
If we compare pharmacists with the professions mentioned above, one fact is conspicuous: The great difference in numbers
between immigrant engineers and the other
groups. Because of incomplete statistics Bjork
does not operate with an exact number of
ernigrating engineers. However, he has compiled a year-by-year record of Norwegian
engineers and architects who left for either
the USA or Canada between 1860 and 1930,
taken from various sources. The sum of his
tabulation is 928 (252). The number indicates
that several hundreds of Norwegian engineers ernigrated to the USA. They were able
to start Norwegian technical societies both in
Chicago, New York City, and Schenectady,
NewYork (253).
Klaveness provides biographic data about 123
Norwegian physicians in the USA (254) .
Compared to the 76 immigrant pharmacists,
this means that there were about 50 p er cent
more doctors who imrnigrated.
Bjork's " Saga" is an impressive story of
what Norwegian educated engineers have
achieved in the USA. They built bridges,
tunnels, skyscrapers and w ere in many ways
pioneers in the technical development of
America.
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Klaveness talks about the Norwegian
physicians as "a special group of Norwegian
immigrants that without doubt contributed
to make life more smooth and secure for the
large crowds of Norwegian immigrants".
An old saying is that pharmacy is "ancilla
medicinae",
medicine's
maid
servant.
Although it can safely be asserted that
Norwegian pharmacists help ed doctors make
life more smooth and secure for the large
crowds of Norwegian immigrant, they
evidently they did not make a lasting
impression on American pharmacy or on
American society. However, it seems that
they saw themselves as professional people
who were responsible for providing
Norwegian and Scandinavian immigrants
with drugs and other commodities, besides
making a living for themselves. Some advertised that they had in stock "Norwegian"
or "Scandinavian medicines" (255), and this
may have been a seiling point. The
immigrants trusted medicines they knew
from the homeland, and with names in their
own language.

XII. Summary
The present study deals with pharmacists,
graduated on the highest level in Norway,
and immigrated to the USA during the
period 1850- 1914. The author has tried to
fmd answers to some questions formulated in
the introduction:

According to Norwegian sources 9 more
pharmacists went to America. The author has
not been able to confirm the information of
these sources.
2. Why did they leave Norway? The main
reason was probably the diffi.cult social
situation for the employed pharmacist in
Norway, who had to live most of their time
in the pharmacy. The store had to be open
day and night, always with a pharmacist
present. The normal way out of this situation
was to get a personal privilege to run a
pharmacy, but during the last half of the
nineteenth century this possibility seemed to
be farther and farther away (see Ta ble 1).
Also some pharmacy owners seem to have
met with difficulties in the nineteenth
century. The
first
two
Norwegian
pharmacists who ernigrated to the USA, had
owned pharmacies in Norway (see PartTwo).
The letter from Heyerdahl and Stange,
printed in Morgenbladet in April 1868, may
have been a "pull factor". The fact that
Norwegian pharmacists owned stores in
Chicago, Minneapolis, Brooklyn and other
cities must have been known to pharmacists
in Norway and may have made it easier to
make the decision to ernigrate. As mentioned
in Part Four, Bruun's store in Chicago served
as a starting point for at least six later
immigrants.

1. How many pharmacists left Norway for
the USA during this period? On the basis of
Norwegian and American sources, the author
has estimated the number to 76. However,

3. When did they immigrate? The rows in
Table 2 give an answer to this question. They
show that only 2 arrived in the 1850s, 7 in
the 1860s, and 9 in the 1870s. Then came the
"great wave" of the 1880s when 39 arrived. It
was followed by a sharp drop to 6 in the
1890s, with a new wave, 13, during the years
1900-1914. As described in Part Two, the re
also seems to have been "ups and downs"

the real t'lut'l'lber may be somewhat higher.

fi.-om year to year during the various periods.
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4. Where did they settle in the USA? Table 2
tries to give answers to this question. Most of
them settled in the Mid-West states Illinois
(18), Minnesota (15), and Wisconsin (13).
New York state was chosen by 6, and 1-2
settled first in the states California, Colorado,
Iowa, North Dakota, South Dakota, and
Washington. For 13 immigrants, the states in
which they settled are unknown to the
author.
All the 18 pharmacists in Illinois settled in
Chicago. The city has played a key role in the
history of the immigration of Norwegian
pharmacists. A more detailed study of
Norwegian pharmacists and drugstores m
Chicago is presented in Part Four.
5. Did they migrate within the USA? One
third of the immigrants seem to have moved
from the state in which they ftrst settled. The
numbers in table 3 indicate that 14 stayed in
two states, 7 in three states, and l in four
states. The numbers are not definitive,
however, as the search was limited to 1O
states.
Two thirds of the immigrants (41 persons)
seem to have lived in one state only. Of the
total, 30 had settled in the three states Illinois,
Minnesota and Wisconsin, where a great
number of Norwegian-Americans lived.
These pharmacists seem to have been least
inclined to move to other states.

pharmacists came from the strictly regulated
system in Norway to a free system in the
USA. Before the 1870s, there was no
governing system for pharmacy in most of
the states, and everybody could seil
medicines. This could have unfortunate
consequences for the patients, as reported by
a Swedish immigrant doctor (170).
British pharmacy had been practiced in the
British colonies in America and left its marks
on the developing American pharmacy. This
included indistinct borders b etween medicine and pharmacy. A supposed consequence
of this is the fact that some Norwegian
pharmacists with American medical training
had both a medical and a pharmaceutical
licence. This was impossible in N orway.
According to Sonnedecker (173) German
immigrant pharmacists had great infl.uence
on American pharmacy, because of their high
professional standard. H e has also given an
account of what a single Danish pharmacists
could achieve (175) . Otto Boberg (18601925) immigrated 1885. He found pharmacy
in Wisconsin to be in very low standing. He
was active in pharmaceutical associations and
wrote essays on professional concerns in their
periodicals. He served on the Wisconsin State
Baard of Pharmacy for twenty years and was
for some years inspec.t or of pharmacies in the
state.

It has been possible to follow the tracks of
one pharmacist who had been registered in
jour states, from the East Coast to the Pacific.
Ragnvald Krefting vas
registered m
Brooklyn, N ew York, in 1887, then in Iowa
in 1888, in South Dakota in 1893, and in
Washington in 1906.

The author has found no facts indicating that
N orwegian pharmacists were correspondingly active m American pharmacy.
However, at least two of them differed from
their American colleagues, as they made
pharmaceutical .preparations on a small scale
in their pharmacies, and advertised their
products in the Norwegian-American press.

6. Was pharmacy in America different from
Norwegian pharmacy? The answer is yes. The

Some Norwegian pharmacists chose to use
"animal names" for their stores, which was
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cornmon m Scanclinavia. The author has
found four "Swans" and two "Lions" in the
Mid-West.
Norwegian pharmacists seem to have had
different views as to the "soda fountain",
from which carbonated beverages were
dispensed in many American drugstores.
Same American drugstores also served food.
The Norwegian physician Klaveness (178)
wrote in a letter that he had meals in a
Norwegian drugstore. In his opinion this was
an unfortunate consequence of the free
pharmacy system, which resulted in a low
pharmaceutical standard.
7. Did the Norwegian pharmacists meet
econornic success or failure? As could be
expected, same Norwegian pharmacists se em
to have been successful, others not. Indications of success can be found in newspapers
articles, and pharmaceutical perioclicals
together with information about expensive
return tickets for pharmacists and their
families after visits to Norway.
The winners owned stores in c1t1es with a
large number of Norwegians and other
Scanclinavians, like Brooklyn, Chicago, La
Crosse and Minneapolis.At times there seems
to have been too many Norwegian or
Scandinavian drugstores in Chicago and
Minneapolis. An indication of this is the fact
that a few moved from these cities and
opened stores in other locations.
The less successful had stores in small towns,
even if they were in "Norwegian" districts.
The author has found only one example of a
Norwegian pharmacist who went bankrupt.
He owned a store in a small town in South
Dakota.
Pharmacists m Norway noticed that same

immigrant pharmacists died in their thirties, a
40

fact seerning to testifY that life in American
pharmacy was a hard struggle (208).
8. Were they active in the NorwegianAmerican society? The author has found
reported that same of them took part in
Norwegian-American voluntary associations,
and a few were very active. Peter O. Bugge,
pharmacist in North Dakota, seems to have
been the most active. In 1928 he won a songwriting competition, held by Norwegian
associations in Minneapolis, for the Henrik
Ibsen centenary that year. Bugge was also
active in the bygdelag movement. A bygdelag
may be defined as a society of immigrants
from a specific Norwegian clistrict. In 1934
he proposed to erect a monument to a
famous immigrant from Snåsa, Ole Rynning,
on his native soil. He had written a guide for
ernigrants, which greatly influenced later
imrnigration. In 1937 the monument was
unveiled in Snåsa, and a rniniature was given
to the St. Olaf College in Northfield,
Minnesota.

A literary circle in Minneapolis
According to Hansen (226) young people
interested in literature came together in
Yngvar Laws's drugstore in Minneapolis,
where they found Norwegian newspapers
and hooks by Norwegian authors. Laws was a
dose friend of the author Knut Hamsun,
who lived in Minneapolis from 1887 to
1888. Laws and other friends of the young
author helped him in different ways.

Humanitarian work in Brooklyn
Jens T. Tengelsen was involved in humanitarian work in the Norwegian colony in
Brooklyn, New York. On his initiative a
home for orphaned and serni-orphaned
children was built in 1914. He was the
treasurer of the Norwegian Children's Home
Association for same years.

9. Did Norwegian immigrant pharmacists
have descendants in American pharmacy?
The author has found that at least ten of
them had sons who were trained m
pharmacy in the USA. Two of the cases may
be called "pharmaceutical dynasti es". William
Gandrup in Iowa had four descendants in the
pharmacy profession. He opened a drugstore
in Story City in 1878, and the town had
" Gandrup pharmacies" until 1995, when his
great grandson died. The Wettergreen farnily
owned a drugstore for three generations in
Bridgewater, South Dakota.
10. Did any of the pharmacists return to
Norway? Twelve immigrant pharmacists
returned to Norway permanently, and five of
them later got licences to run pharmacies in
their homeland. One, Paul Vinsnes, came
home to die. Very little is known to the
author about the rest.
Peter O. Bugge tried to return in 1930.
During his stay in Norway that year his
Norwegian citizenship was reinstated, and he

was employed in a pharm acy. He applied for
vacant licenses to run pharmacies in Norway,
but failed to obtain any. He returned
disappointed to the USA.
In the Eleventh and Final Part a comparison
is made with two other groups ofNorwegian
immigrants with a professional education:
engineers and physicians. Compared with
more than 900 immigrant engineers, who
made considerable contributions to the
technical development in the USA, the about
76 pharmacists played a much less important
role in the American society. Like the about
120 immigrant physicians they can be
described as "a special group of Norwegian
immigrants that without doubt contributed
to make life more smooth and secure for the
large crowd of Norwegian immigrants"
(254). Probably they saw themselves as
professional persons, responsible fo r providing Norwegian and other Scandinavian
immigrants with medicines and other
commodities, besides making a living for
themselves.
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him to the State Board of Pharmacy, where
he served for twenty years. He was elected
several times as president and as secretary of
the State Board.Toward the end ofhis tenure,
he was inspector of pharmacies, and is said to
have visited every drugstore in Wisconsin.
Otto Boberg was also a pioneer in the related
field of chemical and bacteriological analysis.
He fitted out a laboratory for this type of
work in a room of the drugstore, and starting
in 1893 he made analyses in different fields,
e.g. in clinical and forensic m edicine and
metallurgy. His background was his pharmaceutical education in Denmark.
Otto Boberg died on 23 October 1925. In
Sonnedecker's own words: "Earlier that year
the University ofWisconsin had recognized
Boberg's exceptional service, as a pharmacist
and analyst, to the people of his adopted
state by conferring the honorary degree of
"Master of Pharmacy". It was a title that
Otto probably considered the highest
possible compliment."

The Soda Fountain
The Norwegian physician E. Klaveness in
Sioux Falls, South Dakota, writes in a letter
to the journal of the Norwegian Medical
Association in 1916 (178) that a Norwegian
pharmacist in his town served food in his
drugstore. Of the 13 drugstores in the town
at least 4 served food and most of them had
soda fountains and served ice cream all the
year round. He did not like this development.
"The existing free trade has had no other
result than, scientifically judged, that most of
these druggists are rather ignorant m
pharmaceutical matters and skills. [ ... ..] One
cannot expect that prescriptions, which take
real pharmaceutical knowledge and laboratory work to be filled, can be sent to more
than a few of the drugstores in the state."
Accm·ding to Sonnedecker (179) " the
development of the soda fountain as an
integral and accepted part of the average
American pharmacy seems to be unique in
the world's pharmaceutical history. [ ..... ]The
soda fountain came into its own in the 1880s
as a social institution, during the public's fight
against the liquor stores. [..... ] The soda
fountain, often expanded into a second-class
restaurant, became so in1portant a feature of
the average American drugstore that in the
imagination of many people the concept of
the drugstore included the fountain."

Did Norwegian pharmacists also contribute to the
advancement of American pharmacy? In the
author's opinion the answer must be: no, they
did not. No written account has been found
of a Norwegian immigrant being a member
of a State Board ofPharmacy or of serving as
a leader in a pharmaceutical association. Only
one report in the Norwegian- American
paper Minneapolis Tidende (176) suggests that
a Norwegian pharmacist was a member of an
American pharmaceutical association: Peter
O. Bugge in Bisbee, North Dakota, who had
played his violin at a dinner given by the
North Dakota Pharmaceutical Association.
The paper referred to an article in Eli Lilly
and Co.'s journal "Tide and Till" (177). Mr.
Bugge was, however, very active in various
Norwegian-American organizations, as will

How did the Norwegian pharmacists judge
this development in American pharmacy?
Very few sources can help us answer the
question. The opinions seem to have differed.
As quoted above, at least one of them served
meals in his drugstore. Dr. Klaveness did not
mention the name of the Norwegian
pharmacist who served food. It may have
been Petter K. Bernhart,
who ran a
drugstore in Sioux Falls fi:om 1905 to 1957
(See Part Two). The previously mentioned

be shown later.

Peter O. Bugge ran drugstores in small towns
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